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INVITATION FOR BID - GSA-047-20 
JANITORIAL SUPPLIES 

Questions received from: ST Corporation on 9/17/20 

Question 1: Would GSA accept a slightly different size from what is indicated in the bid form? Or does it need to 
be the exact measurement? For Example, in Item No. 8.1 Cleaner Degreaser, 24 oz./Bottle, would GSA accept 32 
oz. size? 

Response: The requirement is for a 24 oz./Bottle. It would be up to the vendor to provide equal value. 

Question 2: Would GSA accept a different form of packaging? For example, in Item No. 14.1 Disinfectant Spray, 
15 oz./Can, would GSA accept trigger spray bottle? For Toothbrush, would GSA accept packaging in blister pack 
instead of box? 

Response: The requirement is for "Spray Can". Would accept individual packs 
(Note: Spec states "Box" example: 144/box 

Question 3: For Item No. 28.1 Soap, Bath 5.75 oz., can you specify if this is bar or liquid soap? 

Response: Bath Bar 

Question 4: For Item No. 6.1, would any bleach disinfectant containing sodium hypochlorite be responsive to Item 
No. 6.1? 

Response: As long as it contains bleach sodium hypochlorite. 

Questions received from: Shibv Wholesale on 9/21/20  
Question 1:  Item No. 5.1 Antibacterial, Hand Soap Refill 800 Mil 27 FL oz./bag, Ref: Gojo or Equal. Is this item to 
be in the bag or can be in a bottle? 

Response: Request is for "Bag". 

Question 2: Item No. 23.1 Mask, Procedure, Earloop 50/bx., Ref: Henry Schein 104-8600. Is the quantity box or 
case? 

Response: Quantity is "Box" 
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Questions received from: ST Corporation on 9/24/20 

Question 1: GSA has instructed bidders to provide a "Unit Price" and a "Price Extension", and has also instructed bidders to 
submit bids for a certain quantity of product per item. What does GSA mean by the "Unit Price" and the "Price Extension"?. 

Response: Unit price is the cost of the item that is being sold for. Price extension is the Unit price 
times the quantity of items requesting. Example: Qty. 100 x Unit Cost $2.00 = Price extension 
$200.00 

Question 2: GSA has specified that item 2.1 should be a 10 oz. spray can of air freshener, with prices submitted for 100 cans. 
Is the "Unit Price" GSA is seeking the price for each can, or the price for each 100 can quantity specified? What would be the 
"Price Extension"? 

Response: Price per can would be the cost of the item times the quantity of items requesting 

Question 3: GSA has specified that item 2.1 should be a 10 oz. spray can of air freshener, with prices submitted for 100 cans. 

Would GSA accept a slightly different size from what is specified? For example, would GSA accept a 12 oz. or 8 oz. spray 
can? 

Response: 10oz or equal 

Would GSA allow bidders to submit prices in such a manner that GSA can compare the value between offered products of 
slightly different sizes, i.e., supply a price per ounce as opposed to a price per can? 

Response: per specifications 

Question 4: GSA has specified tha 
submitted for 100 bags. 

per can 

item no. 5.1 should be Antibacterial, Hand Soap Refill 800 mil 27 Oz/bag, with prices 

Would GSA accept a slightly different size from what is specified? For example, would GSA accept a 32 fi. Oz/bag? 

Response: 27 fl oz/bag or equal 

Would GSA allow bidders to submit prices in such a manner that GSA can compare the value between offered products of 
slightly different sizes, i.e., supply a price per fluid ounce as opposed to a price per bag? 

Response: per specifications per bag 

Question 5: 
GSA has specified that Item No. 6.1 should be Bleach Disinfectant 1 Gallon, with prices submitted for 300 gallons. 

Would GSA accept a slightly different size from what is specified? For example, would GSA accept 3.5 quarts? 

Response: 1 gallon is requested 

Would GSA allow bidders to submit prices in such a manner that GSA can compare the value between offered 
products of slightly different sizes, i.e., supply a price per quart as opposed to a price per gallon? 

Response: per specifications 1 gallon 
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Question 6: GSA has specified that Item No, 8.1 should be Cleaner Degreaser, 24 oz/bottle, with prices submitted for 100 
bottles. 

Would GSA accept a slightly different size from what is specified? For example, would GSA accept a 12 oz/bottle 

Response: 24oz or equal 

Would GSA allow bidders to submit prices in such a manner that GSA can compare the value between offered products of 
slightly different sizes, i.e., supply a price per ounce as opposed to a price per bottle? 

Response: per specifications per bottle 

Question 7: GSA has specified that Item No. 9.1 should be Cleaner Detergent, 1 Gallon, with prices submitted for 100 gallons. 

Would GSA accept a slightly different size from what is specified? For example, would GSA accept 3.5 quarts? 

Response: 1 gallon is requested 

Would GSA allow bidders to submit prices in such a manner that GSA can compare the value between offered products of 
slightly different sizes, i.e., supply a price per quart as opposed to a price per gallon? 

Response: per specifications per gallon 

Question 8: GSA ha specified that Item No. 10.1 should be Cleaner, Glass Window Sp y 32 oz/bottle, with prices submitted 
for 100 bottles. 

Would GSA accep a slightly different size from what is specified? For example, would GSA accept a 27 oz/bottle? 

Response: 32oz r equal 

Would GSA allow bidders to submit prices in such a manner that GSA can compare the value between offered products of 
slightly different sizes, i.e., supply a price per ounce as opposed to a price per bottle? 

Response: per specifications per bottle 

Question 9: GSA has specified that Item No. 13.1 should be Detergent Powder, Laundry 180 laods/box, with prices submitted 
for 100 boxes. 

Would GSA accept a slightly different size from what is specified? For example, would GSA accept a 200 loads/box? 

Response: 180 loads or equal 

Would GSA allow bidders to submit prices in such a manner that GSA can compare the value between offered products of 
slightly different sizes, i.e., supply a price per load as opposed to a price per box? 

Response: per specifications per bottle 
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Question 10: 
GSA has specified that Item No. 31.1 should be Toilet Bowl Cleaner, 32 oz/bottle, with prices submitted for 100 bottles. 

Would GSA accept a slightly different size from what is specified? For example, would GSA accept a 27 oz/bottle? 

Response: 32oz or equal 

Would GSA allow bidders to submit prices in such a manner that GSA can compare the value between offered products of 
slightly different sizes, i.e., supply a price per ounce as opposed to a price per bottle? 

Response: per specifications per bottle 

Question 11: 
GSA has specified that Item No. 32.1 should be Tooth Paste, 8 oz., with prices submitted for 500 units. 

Would GSA accept a slightly different size from what is specified? For example, would GSA accept a 12 oz? 

Response: 8oz or equal 

Would GSA allow bidders to submit prices in such a manner that GSA can compare the value between offered products of 
slightly different sizes, i.e., supply a price per ounce as opposed to a price per unit? 

Response: per specifications each 

Ques on 12: 
GSA ijias specified that Item No. 33.1 should be Tooth Paste, 0.85 oz., wifh prices submitted for 250 units. 

W uld GSA accept a slightly different size from what is specified? 9r does it need to be the exact measurement? For 
example, would GSA accept a 0.65 oz? 

Response: 0.85 oz or equal 

Would GSA allow bidders to submit prices in such a manner that GSA can compare the value between offered products of 
slightly different sizes, i.e., supply a price per ounce as opposed to a price per unit? 

Response: per specifications each 

Question 13: 
Would GSA accept a different form of packaging for item no. 14.1? For example, would GSA accept trigger spray bottle 
instead of can? 

Response: per specifications spray can 
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Question 14: 
Would GSA accept a different form of packaging for item no. 32.1 and item no. 33.1? For example, would GSA accept 
packaging in blister pack instead of box? 

Response:  per specifications each 
Question 15: 
For item no. 28.1 Soap Bath 5.75 oz., can GSA specify if this is bar or liquid soap? 

Response: Bar soap is requested 

Question 16: 
For item no. 6.1 would any bleach disinfectant containing sodium hypochlorite be responsive to Item 6.1? 

Response: As long as it contains bleach sodium hypochlorite. 

Question 17: 
In reference to the email we received from GSA Storekeeper I, Ms. Charleen Evangelista on May 1, 2020, subject: Market 
Research, it was indicated in the last page of Market Research for Janitorial supplies — All items must be 
imprinted/embossed/watermarked "PROPERTY OF GOVGUAM". Does GSA require that any of the items in IFB No. GSA-
047-20, like similar items previously procured by GSA, be imprinted/embossed/watermarked "PROPERTY OF GOVGUAM"? 

Response: no it will not be imprinted/embossed/watermarked "Property of GovGuam" 

question 18: 
r item no. 18.1 Flashlight, 3D Water Proof, HID, can you specify wat 3D and HID means? 

esponse: It requires 3, D batteries and must be hea duty. 

a:?-t 
AVID CRUZ morcir) 	 

Assist. Chief Procure 	icer 
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